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Feature Benefit 
Import .ZBD file Save time and avoid errors by enabling fast and flawless conversion of lens design 

data into a native CAD platform. 

Update .ZBD file In an assembly with both optics and mechanics, OpticsBuilder allows CAD users to 
easily import updated optical design files into an existing.ZBD file without needing to 
redo their prior work. 

Export .ZBD file Ensure that your design is complete when moving between products. By exporting a 
.ZBD file, users can access their optomechanical designs in both OpticStudio and 
OpticsBuilder. 

Static Boundary Rays Start designing your mechanical packaging faster by having accurate static visual 
guidelines of the ray path. 

Generate reference geometry Make informed mechanical design decisions by accessing data such as clear apertures 
centers of curvature, vertices, and optical axes. These are created as CAD geometry and 
can be selected to use with CAD tools. 

Add mounting edge Improve how you mount your optics by adding material within the CAD platform around 
a lens to use as a mounting edge. 

Add fold mirror Enables CAD users to add a fold mirror in an existing optical train to accommodate 
space requirements. Adding a fold mirror within the CAD platform means the user does 
not have to go back and forth between optical and mechanical design to define the 
position of fold mirrors. 

Add sources and detectors Include additional sources and detectors to your assembly to analyze more advanced 
scenarios. For example, add an additional source to mimic a sunny day environment and 
analyze how that impacts optomechanical performance. 

Region of interest Exclude mechanical components for faster simulations, enabling you to analyze specific 
components and determine the performance without specific components. 

Apply surface properties View simulation results that more accurately represent a real-world model (physical 
prototype) by seeing an accurate representation of the reflective properties of the 
mechanical components. This is only for applying to scatter profiles to mechanical 
components. 
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System settings Define precision settings, design settings from the .ZBD file, and advanced settings to 
enable more customization when assessing optical performance. 

Optomechanical Packaging Analysis 
(OPA) 

Enables CAD users to simulate the difference in performance based on light 
propagation through optics alone compared to light propagation through optics and 
mechanics together. When the product is readied for manufacturing, the OPA provides 
helpful insights as to whether the mechanical components have influenced the optical 
performance. By analyzing how light interacts with the mechanical assembly surfaces, 
CAD users can detect optical errors early, reduce back-and-forth communication with 
Optical Engineers and avoid expensive prototyping. 

  Simulation The tool performs various functions under the OPA. A Simulation renders detects any 
changes made to the optics and mechanics, renders the mechanical geometry, runs a 
ray trace through optics only, runs another ray trace through optics + mechanics, and 
performs a comparison of the ray trace results. 

Results Novice to advanced CAD users can see the impact of their mechanical components on 
the fidelity of the optical design, directly in their CAD environment. The window that 
displays the ray trace results, gives indication to the user if the ray trace falls within the 
allowable deltas for spot size, image, contamination, beam clipping (vignetting). If the 
user has made a change to their optical components within CAD, they will have the 
choice to view Results based on the Original Design from OpticStudio or the Modified 
Design that they created in OpticsBuilder. 

Show detectors Users can view more detailed information about the detectors like the peak irradiance 
total power, and number of hits on each detector. Additionally, they can view datasets 
beyond incoherent irradiance, meaning that they will be able to view data for more 
detectors within OpticsBuilder, including the polar detector. Users will also be able to 
save images in common picture file formats from the detector viewer for easy sharing. 
Users can access this through the Results window. 

Report Within the Detector Viewer, users may view a Text Report. 

Show Clipping Rays A ray filter applied to display only rays that are clipped in the ray trace. Users can 
access this filter through the Results window. 

Show Contaminating Rays A ray filter applied to display only rays that are causing image contamination. Users 
can access this filter through the Results window. 

Print Users may print a report from the Results window. This report can include the Current 
View, Region of Interest Components, Optical Performance Summary, Spot Size 
Diagrams, Beam Clipping Data, Image Contamination Data. 
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Create ray filter Users may choose to create a filter on their Simulation Rays. They may choose to filter 
by source, detector, mechanical component, or optical component. They may choose 
the number of rays in the filter, the ray thickness, the color rays by source, or choose a 
color for the filtered rays. 

Animate rays Understand the impact of your packaging by watching rays go from the source 
through the optomechanical path and then to the detectors. Easily make changes to 
the mechanical system in the order that issues arise. 

Hide/Show Rays A quick button to hide or show the Simulation Rays. This is useful during the design 
phase when a user needs to see behind the ray set and then turn it back on to ensure 
they are outside the ray trace. 

Partial Rays If a user chooses to turn on a section view within CAD, this button allows them to 
apply the same section view to the ray set. 

Ray Geometry A set of tools that allow users to generate rays that may be clicked on and used with 
CAD functionality. These are useful for measuring, mating, and ensuring mechanical 
parts fall outside of the ray path. 

Chief Rays A chief ray may be generated per source as long as the aperture is defined in the 
system. Users may click and select the segments of the chief rays as they run from the 
surface to surface. A separate ray trace will run to generate the Chief Rays once 
selected. 

Ray Footprints The ray footprints will give an accurate boundary ray zone on the surface of the optical 
component. Users may click and select these footprint shapes to use with CAD 
measuring and mating tools. A separate ray trace will run to generate the Ray 
Footprints once selected. 

Show Tolerances If tolerances are found on the optical design from OpticStudio, users will see the 
optical components in green or yellow colors. Clicking the Show Tolerances button will 
display positional and parameter tolerance information. 

Generate lens drawings OpticsBuilder enables CAD users to share ISO-compliant optical drawings with a push 
of a button using an automatic drawing tool. 

Optical geometry properties Users will be able to see the mass reported in the Mass Properties section of the CAD 
platform. Users may edit/view optical properties such as object type, material, 
dimensioning, positioning, coat/scatter, and bulk scattering. The functionality will be 
read-only depending on the setting specified by the Optical Engineer when creating 
the .ZBD file. 

Editable optics When enabled by the Optical Engineer, CAD users can edit optical designs within their 
native CAD platform. Editing capabilities include moving optics in space, changing 
non-sequential optical properties, and altering lens geometries. 

 


